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“Never let the Truth or Libel Laws stand in the way
of a good story”

Run #35 / # 1142 April 22nd 2021
Hare: Puckaaaa
Location: Heritage Ranch
Scribe: Crash

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom,
it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of
incredulity, it was the season of light, it was the season of darkness, it was
the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair.
9 hashers braved the elements and the threat of a
Pucker run at Heritage Ranch. When I arrived at
the run Curb, Lost Ann Found, Don't Know Dick
and Boner were pre-lubing. Slippery, TNT and
Mobey's joined soon after. Our hare was
mysteriously missing. She finally showed up and
showed us some markings unlike those we found
later on trail and we were off.
After the usual false trail down the stairs, we went
on a long and glorious run down the path and
through the trees. Check backs and false trails
were plentiful. Eventually the walkers and runners
met up for a Dick Pic. (take note of the drawings
on the windmill)
Mobey's seemed to think we were done running
and asked for a beer but it was a Pucker run after
all so we ran some more. After a bit
of bushwhacking we arrived at the river's edge for
a fine hash hold. On in was called and we started
the long climb up the stairs to the parking lot. I
don't know what they were talking about but
Slippery and Pucker seemed to forget where they
were going.

Once all the cats (I mean hashers) were herded, circle up began. Curb's 50th birthday
was celebrated for the umpteenth time and various punishments were handed out.
It is a far, far better thing that I do, than I have ever done; it is a far, far better rest that I
go to than I have ever known.
On On King Crash
Monthful of Hares:
Runn #37 / # 1143 April 29th
Hare: Need Hare
Location: TBA
Pre-lube: TBA
On On: TBA

